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E X E C U T I V E  S U M M A R Y

It has been nearly two years since Ethiopia and Eritrea began waging a

genocidal war against the seven million people of Tigray. The 23 months since

the beginning of the war have brought an unimaginable level of human

suffering and deeply destabilized not only Ethiopia but the larger Horn of

Africa region. The genocidal war on Tigray is the deadliest ongoing conflict in

the world and has already cost hundreds of thousands of lives. Conservative

estimates suggest that over 500,000 Tigrayans have perished in the last 23

months. During their occupation of large swaths of Tigrayan territory, Ethiopia,

Eritrean and Amhara forces shelled and bombed cities and rural civilian

settlements, killing scores. Moreover, hundreds of massacres were carried out

against Tigrayan civilians, some of which have been captured on video. In

recent months, the majority of the fatalities have been caused by the Ethiopian

government’s inhumane siege. Since the Tigray Defense Forces (TDF) liberated

many areas of Tigray in June 2021, the Ethiopian government has maintained a

deadly siege and de-facto humanitarian blockade, preventing civilian access to

vital services like banking, telecommunications, and transportation. Tigrayans

cannot withdraw and use their own money from banks and are disconnected

from the outside world. With very few exceptions, flights, buses, and cars are

prohibited from traveling into or out of the region. For nearly two years, a

region of seven million people has been effectively cut off from the world while

its citizens face a genocidal siege from all sides.

This siege also extends to and significantly affects efforts to deliver lifesaving

food and medical aid to the people of Tigray. Since June 2021, a tiny proportion

of the humanitarian assistance necessary to avoid mass deaths in Tigray has

been allowed to enter the region. By all estimates, nearly a million people in

Tigray live in famine conditions, while over five million people face severe food

insecurity. Food insecurity is especially deadly for vulnerable populations,

including children, pregnant women, and the elderly. Malnutrition rates among

these groups, especially children and pregnant and lactating women, have

reached as high as 70%, a catastrophic level. In addition to restricting the

supply of vital food aid, the Ethiopian government’s deadly siege has depleted

Tigray’s medical supplies. Due to deliberate attacks, the region’s health

infrastructure has completely collapsed, leaving millions of people without

healthcare. Hospitals in the region have run out of supplies and cannot provide

care for patients with diabetes, cancer, or the tens of thousands of women and

girls who have been victims of weaponized Sexual and Gender-Based Violence

(SGBV) perpetrated by Ethiopian, Eritrean, and Amhara forces. Additionally, the

Ethiopian government’s inhumane siege is especially catastrophic for the over

two million Internally Displaced People (IDPs) throughout Tigray.
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In late August 2022, after a brief period of hope surrounding negotiations

between the Ethiopian and Tigrayan governments, military engagements

intensified between allied Ethiopian and Eritrean forces and Tigrayan forces. It

is vital to note that hostilities against Tigray have not stopped in their entirety

since November 2020. Despite ostensibly declaring a ceasefire in June 2021, the

Ethiopian government and its allies have been engaging with Tigrayan forces in

the areas around Tigray’s borders. Moreover, Eritrean and Amhara troops have

established and maintained control over large swaths of Tigrayan territory in

Western Tigray and occupied lands inhabited by Tigray’s minorities–the Irob

and Kunama. However, there was a lull in direct military engagements during

the summer of 2022, facilitated in part by the Tigray government expressing its

desire for negotiations. But in August and September 2022, Ethiopian and

Eritrean forces mobilized tens of thousands of soldiers, who waged numerous

attacks on Tigrayan soil. Eritrean forces have been ruthless in their attacks,

bombing and shelling entire towns and killing countless civilians. Areas along

the Eritrean border have borne the brunt of these indiscriminate attacks,

resulting in devastating casualties and a fresh wave of displacements. Videos

and pictures emerging from the targeted border region show entire

neighborhoods flattened by air raids and the bodies of victims being recovered

from the ruins. 

The international community’s response to these most recent deadly

developments has been extremely muted, which will only embolden the

Ethiopian and Eritrean governments to continue their indiscriminate war

crimes against civilians and violations of international law. Members of the

international community have failed to effectively respond to the deliberate

and coordinated genocidal efforts of the Ethiopian, Eritrean, and Amhara

governments, abrogating their duty under the law and overseeing continued

death and destruction. 
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R E - E N G A G E M E N T  O F  E R I T R E A N  T R O O P S

On September 20, 2022, the Tigray government sounded the alarm about 

Eritrea launching a full-scale offensive along the borders of Tigray. As verified 

by satellite imagery, Eritrea had been amassing troops and heavy weapons 

along its border with Tigray prior to launching its latest attacks. From the onset 

of the war on Tigray, the state of Eritrea has been one of the chief architects of 

genocidal violence. Its troops stand accused of the most heinous crimes 

committed against civilians, including massacres and weaponized SGBV. This 

section briefly outlines Eritrea’s nefarious role in the ongoing war, charting its 

role from before the onset of the war to its current campaign of devastation. 
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Shortly after coming to power in April 2018, Ethiopian Prime Minister Abiy 

Ahmed proclaimed that he wanted to repair Ethiopia’s relationship with 

Eritrea, which had turned sour in the wake of a border war between 1998 and 

2000. In June 2018, the Abiy administration announced that it intended to fully 

implement the ruling of the 2002 Boundary Commission, established at the 

2000 Algiers Agreement for peace, to resolve the border issues. Such an 

acceptance by Abiy of a decision not previously acknowledged by the 

Ethiopian government paved the way for the normalization of relations 

between the two countries. While overtures for peace were well-received, the 

Abiy administration’s sweeping declaration, without any details provided as to 

how the decision of the Boundary Commission would be implemented, raised 

concerns among communities residing in the border areas in Tigray. Many 

residents of the town of Badme, one of the most hotly contested areas, saw this 

decision as an act of betrayal to the 50,000 Ethiopian soldiers that died in the 

war. Residents, many of them veterans of the war, expressed their anger at 

being left out of the consultation process before the Abiy administration’s 

declaration. Moreover, members of the Irob community organized a protest to 

oppose the Boundary Commission’s decision, which would divide their land 

and ancestral home between two countries.

P r e - w a r  p l a n n i n g

Abiy and Isaias held a meeting a few months before declaring war on Tigray. 

Anadolu Agency. "Ethiopian premier in Eritrea to discuss regional issues." July 2020.
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E r i t r e a n  c r i m e s  i n  T i g r a y

Since the onset of the genocidal war on Tigray, brutality and viciousness have 
characterized Eritrean forces’ presence in Tigray. Despite the communications 
blockade that has prevented reporting, accounts from witnesses and survivors 
in Tigray confirm that Eritrean troops were especially vindictive in their attacks 
against civilian populations. Some of the more egregious crimes committed by 
Eritrean troops include: 

Yet, despite these concerns raised by communities in Tigray directly affected 
by the Boundary Commission’s decision, the Abiy administration forged ahead 
with the so-called ‘peace deal’ with the Isaias regime without consulting the 
impacted communities or the Tigray government. After this ‘peace deal,’ which 
earned Abiy a Nobel Peace Prize, the Ethiopian and Eritrean leaders began 
undertaking state visits and touring military installations in their respective 
countries. In July 2020, Abiy visited the center of Eritrea’s National Service, 
Sawa, while in October 2020, Isaias visited the Ethiopian air-force base at 
Bishoftu. Within three weeks of Isaias’ last visit to an Ethiopian military base, 
the Abiy administration declared war on Tigray. It is evident now that Abiy and 
Isaias were jointly planning their genocidal campaign during their repeated 
meetings and visits to military bases. The premeditated nature of the war is 
further evidenced by how quickly Eritrean forces mobilized for the war in 
October and November 2020. 

O c c u p a t i o n

Eritrean troops joined the war on Tigray from the onset, mobilizing

immediately to seize and occupy Tigrayan territory along the Eritrean border.

These territories include the homeland of the Irob and Kunama peoples, two

minority groups within Tigray, as well as large swaths of Western Tigray, which

is still under the occupation of Eritrean and Amhara regional forces. Residents

in areas under Eritrean control report being subjected to egregious violence,

including massacres, looting, and weaponized SGBV. Those who were able to

have fled to save their lives. However, women, children, persons with

disabilities, the elderly, and those who have been prevented from escaping by

Eritrean troops are trapped under occupation, cut off from the rest of the

world.



Most recently, the Tigray government released a statement describing 

intensified suffering of the Kunama at the hands of Eritrean forces. It states 

“While the regime has also targeted Eritrean Kunama who had fled persecution 

and found sanctuary in Tigray, it kills Tigrayan Kunamas with particular 

ruthlessness, making clear its genocidal intent” [1]. The presence of Eritrean 

troops on Tigrayan territory is not only a violation of sovereignty but has also 

enabled these troops to continue committing egregious crimes with impunity. 
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L o o t i n g  a n d  d e s t r u c t i o n

Accounts of Eritrean forces raiding and looting factories, education institutions, 

public property, and private property began to emerge shortly after their 

occupation of large parts of Tigray. Local inhabitants, as well as provisional 

government appointees, confirmed that Eritrean troops were systematically 

looting goods from Tigray and transporting them to Eritrea. These goods 

ranged from heavy machinery and expensive medical supplies to the forks and 

plates of Tigrayan civilians. In addition to looting existing infrastructure and 

property, aid organizations reported that Eritrean troops, along with Ethiopian 

and Amhara forces, were diverting and looting humanitarian aid headed for

Tigray.

The occupation of Western Tigray by Eritrean and Amhara forces has led to the 
displacement of tens of thousands of Tigrayans. 

BBC. "Ethiopia war: Ethnic cleansing documented in western Tigray." April 2022.
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Moreover, these forces destroyed what they could not loot. They destroyed food

silos, farming implements, factories, public facilities, and private property.

Additionally, Eritrean troops targeted numerous cultural and religious sites of

importance, looting historical artifacts and destroying ancient places of

worship. 

People mourn the victims of an Eritrean massacre in the village of Dengolat.

Arab News. "G7 urges Eritrea military to quit Tigray." April 2021.

M a s s a c r e s

Residents living in Eritrean-occupied areas have reported numerous egregious 

civilian massacres carried out by these forces. For instance, in November 2020, 

Eritrean forces massacred hundreds of civilians in the holy city of Axum over a 

period of two-days. This massacre targeted residents of the city, who were 

killed in the city streets and their homes. Since November 2020, Eritrean troops 

have left a trail of the most despicable crimes against civilian populations, 

including massacres in Tembien, Zalambessa, Shire, Wukro, and Cheli. Due to 

the communications blackout imposed on Tigray for two years now, little is 

known about the true extent of the casualties of Eritrean massacres. However, 

the limited reporting that has emerged and accounts by witnesses and 

residents confirm that Eritrean forces have systematically and deliberately 

targeted Tigrayan civilians. 
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W e a p o n i z e d  S G B V

Weaponized SGBV has been one of the most horrific markers of the genocidal

war on Tigray. Since November 2020, invading Ethiopian, Eritrean, and Amhara

forces have utilized rape, gang-rape, sexual slavery, sexual mutilation, and

torture as weapons of war. Among these perpetrators, Eritrean troops have

been accused of some of the most brutal patterns of attacks. These attacks

include sexual slavery lasting weeks, gang-rape of young children, and attacks

against religious figures. The public and open nature of these attacks, often

committed in front of survivors’ families and children, indicates the attacker’s

intent to humiliate and terrorize entire communities. The brutality of these

attacks has been described as ‘shocking in its scale’ by human rights

organizations like Amnesty International, which has noted the lasting fear and

physical and psychological damage weaponized SGBV causes. 

E n v i r o n m e n t a l  D e s t r u c t i o n

Another devastating line of attack Eritrean troops have been engaged in is

environmental destruction. Since the onset of the war, the environmental

conditions in Tigray have been severely degraded through deliberate targeting

by invading forces. The heavy artillery fire, indiscriminate shelling, and

bombing of Tigray have significantly affected its environmental conditions,

affecting water, air, and soil quality. It has been reported that Eritrean soldiers

have also deliberately targeted environmental rehabilitation efforts in Tigray,

intentionally setting fires in forests and national parks. Eritrean forces even

occupied national parks, such as Kafta Sheraro park in Northern Tigray,

disrupting the local ecosystems and undoing years of conservation efforts.

Further, Eritrean forces destroyed newly-built eco-lodges that employed

hundreds of people during their occupation of Tigray. These attacks are

designed to undo the decades-long efforts of Tigrayans to rehabilitate their

ancestral land and threaten the well-being of future generations of Tigrayans. 

S e p t e m b e r  2 0 2 2  -  E r i t r e a n  F o r c e s ’  I n t e n s i f i e d  
O f f e n s i v e

Eritrean troops continue to occupy Tigrayan territory and are working with 
Ethiopian troops and Amhara regional forces to carry out their genocidal aim. 
There have been numerous military engagements and ongoing battles between 
Eritrean forces and the Tigray Defense Forces inside Tigray.
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In September 2022, reports began to emerge that large-scale conscription was

taking place inside Eritrea. Insiders shared that Eritrea has fully mobilized its

armed forces, including reserves, calling people under 60 to military service.

Among those being rounded up across the country are students at religious

institutions and public servants. The goal of these efforts was revealed in late

September when the Tigray government reported that Eritrean and Ethiopian

troops had launched a full-scale offensive against Tigray. Maxar Technologies

provided satellite images that show significant military buildup inside Eritrea,

verifying the Tigray government’s reports.

Satellite imagery shows the deployment of heavy weaponry in the town of Serha, 
Eritrea, near the border of Tigray.

Reuters. "Satellite images show military build-ups in Ethiopia, Eritrea." September 2022.

Similar to their devastating attacks in the earlier months of the war, the

Eritrean troops have been exceptionally brutal and indiscriminate in their

attacks against civilians in September 2022. Humanitarian workers in the

Tigrayan towns of Sheraro and Adigrat have reported heavy shelling, which has

killed civilians and driven away tens of thousands of residents. On September

28, extremely graphic footage began to circulate on social media, showing the

aftermath of the shelling and bombardment undertaken by Eritrean troops in

the town of Adi Dae’ro. This footage shows collapsed neighborhoods, the

bodies of women and children being pulled out of the rubble, and the panic as

people scrambled to find their family members. This devastating attack

epitomizes the abhorrent conduct of the Eritrean troops in Tigray, who operate

with impunity, committing war crimes, crimes against humanity, and genocide

in plain sight of the whole world. 



Of note is that though initial intelligence recognized Eritrea as the perpetrator

of the Adi Dae’ro bombings, the Ethiopian government later took responsibility

for the attack. Such admission of culpability by the Ethiopian government is

indicative of the extent to which the Abiy administration is at the behest of

Eritrea’s Isaias Afewerki and works to remove responsibility from the Eritrean

government. The Eritrean government also has a history of bombing civilians in

Tigray–the Adi Dae’ro bombings reminiscent of when the Eritrean Air Force

bombed Ayder Elementary in 1998. 
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The aftermath of the September 28, 2022, Eritrean bombardment in Adi Daero. 

Twitter. @habeshawi_mike. September 28, 2022. 
https://twitter.com/habeshawi_mike/status/1575208856753700864
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Given Eritrea’s insidious and destabilizing role in the Horn of Africa region, in 

recent months, more members of the international community are recognizing 

and calling attention to its abhorrent record. Major actors, including the U.S., 

have noted that Eritrea has been a major spoiler of negotiation efforts between 

the Tigray and Ethiopian governments. While Eritrea has been subject to 

numerous sanctions as a totalitarian state run by a dictator and his cronies, 

these have had limited effect. For peace and stability to reign in the volatile 

Horn of Africa region, the deeply destructive role of Eritrea must be 

immediately curbed. In addition to sanctions and diplomatic measures, all 

states that value regional and global peace must stop Eritrea’s ongoing attacks 

against Tigray. Continued stability in East Africa relies on the removal of such 

an obstinate obstacle to peace whose actions have spurred a security and 

migration crisis of epic proportions. 

O N G O I N G  S I E G E  A N D  
H U M A N I T A R I A N  C A T A S T R O P H E

The siege on Tigray continues to exacerbate the region’s incredibly dire

humanitarian situation. Since the Ethiopian government broke the 5-month-

long cessation of hostilities on August 24, 2022, humanitarian operations in

Tigray have been completely suspended. In attacking Tigray on several fronts

and conducting deadly airstrikes throughout Tigray, the Ethiopian and Eritrean

governments have managed to completely stop an already inadequate

humanitarian response. On August 24, 2022, the movement of humanitarian

convoys ceased. Then on August 26, after an airstrike hit a kindergarten in

Mekelle, the United Nations (UN) suspended its humanitarian flights into the

region’s capital. Therefore, since the end of August 2022, the already emaciated

civilians in Tigray have been under attack without food aid or the medical

supplies and equipment needed to save their lives. Most recently, the people of

Adi Dae’ro have been repeatedly terrorized by the invading forces. First, on

September 27, 2022, the town was bombed as Eritrean forces hit residential

areas, killing and injuring scores of civilians. This attack was followed by

another on October 4, 2022, when the Ethiopian and Eritrean governments

bombed an IDP camp in Adi Dae’ro–resulting in the death of 50 people and

injuring 70 more who may die from lack of a functioning health system. The

Ethiopian government has even gone as far as hitting a WFP truck in an

airstrike, which the UN has claimed was hit by “flying debris after an airstrike.” 
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The impact of the siege on Tigray is all-encompassing. There are no

telecommunication services, internet, electricity, access to bank accounts, fuel,

grains, seeds, fertilizer, food, clean water, and medical equipment and supplies.

Children have not been in school for years. The Bishop of Adigrat Eparchy,

Abune Tesfaselassie Medhin, recently highlighted the extent of suffering in

Tigray, pleading to the international community to “exercise their moral duty,

be a voice for the voiceless, and enforce international treaties to save more

than 7 million lives from vanishing” [2]. One of the several consequences of the

siege he mentions is the impact on those suffering from chronic diseases who

do not have the treatment they need. Diabetics are left to die without insulin,

cancer patients do not have access to chemotherapy, and persons living with

HIV/AIDs cannot access ARTs. Furthermore, infectious diseases continue to

increase as treatment and prevention mechanisms are all but non-existent.

There are outbreaks of rabies, malaria, anthrax, and diarrheal diseases,

including cholera, as vaccinations are not available. Children suffering from

acute malnutrition are vulnerable to preventable childhood diseases without

proper immunizations. Child mortality has skyrocketed. 

IDP children in Mekelle, Tigray, waiting in line for food after having been

displaced by war and ethnic cleansing, June 23, 2021.

Foreign Policy. "'The World Must Condemn Human Rights Abuses in Tigray as It Does in Ukraine" March 2022
YASUYOSHI CHIBA/AFP VIA GETTY IMAGES.



The level of suffering under siege in Tigray is unmatched. The statistics cannot

be updated as humanitarian agencies have significantly reduced their presence

in Tigray and hence their reporting. Tigray is completely in the dark, left

isolated and on its own. Martin Griffith, UN humanitarian chief, remarked on

October 4, 2022, about his relief that his colleagues “rotated safely out of

Tigray” as humanitarian operations are suspended. Though humanitarian

workers can leave Tigray, the 7+ million in Tigray, having suffered through the

most heinous atrocities, crimes against humanity, and acts of genocide, are

stranded in Tigray without essential services with bombs raining down on them

daily.  

O N G O I N G  S I E G E  A N D  H U M A N I T A R I A N  
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Press Democrat. "'God have mercy': Tigray residents describe life under siege." October 2021.

A father comforting his daughter suffering from malnutrition at Ayder Referral 
Hospital. October 4, 2021.



Since the genocidal war on Tigray began at the end of 2020, Ethiopian

government forces and Amhara regional forces have been in control of Western

Tigray. The Amhara regional government and its forces have uprooted,

mistreated, and committed horrific acts against hundreds of thousands of

Tigrayans. In addition to losing their homes and loved ones, ethnic Tigrayans in

Western Tigray lost their dignity and fundamental rights. Since the start of the

War on Tigray, at least 2 million people from Western Tigray have been

deprived of an education, have lost their homes, and are living in weaponized

famine and malnutrition. 

Human Rights Watch and Amnesty International published a report in April

2022 that detailed an ethnic cleansing campaign taking place against the

civilian Tigrayan populations in  Western Tigray. Since November 2020, illegally

appointed officials, local militias from the Amhara region, and regional security

forces, with the consent and potential involvement of Ethiopian federal forces,

implemented their campaigns of ethnic cleansing.

The Human Rights Investigation carried out by the National Ethiopian Human

Rights Commission (EHRC) and the UN Office of the High Commissioner for

Human Rights (OHCHR) did not address the ethnic cleansing in Western Tigray.

The report lacked mention of summary executions, forced displacement,

arbitrary detention, and the coercive eviction of Tigrayans in the region,

undermining the validity of the methodologically flawed and biased joint

report. Numerous people are still imprisoned in Western Tigray in conditions

that put their lives in peril and potentially constitute crimes against humanity

and acts of genocide. Despite this, there is inefficient monitoring, ineffective

humanitarian assistance, and no access to detainees in Western Tigray. 

Tigray, especially the case of Western Tigray, may no longer be receiving as

much attention from the global community; however, severe atrocities against

citizens are still ongoing with growing and widespread impunity. Though under

lock and key, the atrocities being committed in Western Tigray must not be

forgotten, as Amhara authorities seek to destroy evidence of their crimes and

are re-populating the area with Amhara civilians. Access to Western Tigray and

forensic investigations are required for all perpetrators to be held accountable

and for justice to be sought for all the victims. 
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On August 24, 2022, a heavy offensive by the Ethiopian and Eritrean

governments resumed after a period of relative lull in direct military

engagements. While the prospect of a negotiated ceasefire looked promising

with both the Ethiopian and Tigrayan governments engaging in talks, Ethiopia

and Eritrea’s renewed mobilization against Tigray has stalled hopes for

negotiations. 

In October 2022, the African Union (AU) announced that it would be holding

talks in South Africa. The letter from the chair of the AU Commission says the

AU-convened talks would be “aimed at laying the foundation for a structured

and sustained mediation” between the two sides toward a “durable resolution

of the conflict” [3]. It was slated for the weekend of October 7th, and despite

reservations related to the lack of details for the proposed meeting, the Tigray

government announced its readiness to participate. Despite the agreement by

the Tigrayan and Ethiopian governments, the proposed negotiations in South

Africa have been postponed due to what the organizers have said are logistical

problems. Kenya’s former President Uhuru Kenyatta, a key mediator in the

process, was not even aware of the planned meeting in South Africa, citing a

schedule conflict in his response to the AU’s announcement. As the

international focus turned to these talks, joint Ethio-Eritrean forces were

preparing for yet another intensification of their offensive. 

While a devastating war and genocidal siege are jeopardizing the lives of

millions of people in Tigray, the international community and the AU, in

particular, have repeatedly failed in their efforts to mediate negotiations. In

addition to the limited details it provided prior to the proposed negotiations,

the AU’s inability to organize the meeting in South Africa calls its capability

into question. The continued inability to restrain the Ethiopian and Eritrean

governments further emboldens the impunity with which they have been

operating. 

Throughout the genocidal war, the Tigray government has repeatedly shown its

willingness to engage with domestic and international actors to facilitate an

end to the war and humanitarian catastrophe in the region and across

Ethiopia. Despite reservations related to the perceived biases of negotiators

from a variety of international and regional organizations, the Tigray

government has shown that it is willing and eager to engage in talks to end the

war. Meanwhile, the Ethiopian government has repeatedly declared that the

war on Tigray is a domestic, internal matter and rebuffed international

mediation efforts on multiple occasions. 
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Therefore, it is vital that international actors and mediators seize the rare 

moments when the Ethiopian government agrees to engage in direct dialogue, 

such as the proposed talks in South Africa. The African Union’s unpreparedness 

for the talks and its subsequent inability to host a meeting signals either a lack 

of capacity or willingness to meaningfully contribute to ending the war and 

human suffering in Tigray and across Ethiopia. 

The severity of the humanitarian crisis in Tigray is worse than anywhere else in 
the world, and any delay in negotiations and failure to engage with parties to 
the conflict deepens and exacerbates this suffering. Thus, organizations like the 
AU, UN, and international actors must prioritize facilitating conversations to 
bring about an end to the war and the devastation it is causing. 

The genocidal war on Tigray has undermined security and stability not only in

Ethiopia but also across the broader East Africa region. As highlighted above,

Eritrea has been deeply involved in this war since its onset, making it an

international, rather than domestic conflict. The ongoing involvement of Eritrea

has widened and deepened the scale of the conflict and thrust more people

into worsening humanitarian conditions. Emboldened by the international

community’s pitiful response to his role in the genocidal war on Tigray, Eritrean

dictator Isaias Afewerki is actively and deliberately working to destabilize the

entire region. On October 7, 2022, seven soldiers in Djibouti were killed by a

rebel group that some observers of East African politics have suggested is

supported by Eritrea. Meanwhile, political analysts following Isaias’ ongoing

efforts at regional power consolidation have noted Eritrea’s disruptive and

dangerous role in Sudan. Supported by his ally Abiy in Ethiopia, Isaias has

continued his efforts to re-balance power in the region in his favor, throwing

the entire Horn of Africa region into chaos and jeopardizing millions of lives. 

Meanwhile, Sudan has been dealing with a huge influx of refugees since

November 2020. Over 70,000 Tigrayans have sought refuge in Sudan, which

puts significant strain on its resources. Similarly, other neighboring countries

like Kenya are also struggling to accommodate refugees fleeing Ethiopia.

International humanitarian organizations have repeatedly sounded the alarm

about the growing need and their inability to meet it. In a world beset with a

myriad of security and economic crises–including the fuel and food crises

precipitated by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine–the increased strain brought about

by hundreds of thousands of people fleeing their homes only exacerbates

global challenges. 

R E G I O N A L  A N D  G L O B A L  D Y N A M I C S  
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Once a linchpin of regional security, Ethiopia has become a flashpoint for grave

insecurity in the last two years. Deepening instability in Tigray and across

Ethiopia has not only affected the East Africa region but will also have wide-

reaching implications for global safety and stability. Reliable reporting has

shown that the Ethiopian government has acquired weapons including drones

from the governments of China, Turkey, and the United Arab Emirates. Once a

strong and reliable player in maintaining global order, Ethiopia now aligns

itself with hardline and disruptive forces. The growing involvement of a host of

foreign actors in Ethiopia’s domestic affairs delays and complicates prospects

for peace. In the last two years, the Ethiopian and Eritrean governments have

transformed the once-stable region into a hotbed of conflict, devastation, and

upheaval, threatening not only regional but also global stability. 

In September 2022, the U.S. envoy to the Horn of Africa Mike Hammer

responded to reports of Eritrean troops moving across the border into Tigray by

saying, “They are extremely concerning and we condemn it” [5]. While his

plea that external foreign actors should not be involved in the war is timely and

necessary, the record has shown that neither the Eritrean nor the Ethiopian

government abides by the rules and norms governing international society. For

nearly two years now, members of the international community have stood by

while a region of seven million people has been attacked and besieged by

Ethiopian and Eritrean troops, using weapons supplied by a range of

international actors, including China and the United Arab Emirates. Despite

possessing intel that shows the extent of the war crimes, crimes against

humanity, and acts of genocide that are being committed against Tigrayans,

the international community has not done anything more meaningful than

issuing statements. The sporadic and uncoordinated efforts to sanction figures

in the Ethiopian and Eritrean governments have been half-hearted at best and

continue to be undermined by ongoing financial support for the Ethiopian

government by institutions like the World Bank. Emboldened by the

international community’s lackluster response, the genocidal forces have

intensified their inhumane siege and aerial bombardment against the people

of Tigray. 

C A L L  T O  A C T I O N
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Support for proposed U.S. legislation —H.R. 6600 and S.3199 —to hold

perpetrators of crimes committed accountable;

Former Kenyan President Kenyatta to be appointed as the lead
mediator in negotiations, with support from distinguished African

leaders, and for the resignation of AU Envoy Obasanjo as mediator, given

the lack of impartiality and substantial progress;

Implementation of Magnitsky Sanctions on the Ethiopian, Eritrean
and Amhara government officials to increase pressure to end the siege,

as well as trade and investment restrictions in both countries;

Support for Temporary Protected Status (TPS) for Ethiopians fleeing

the ongoing war, as well as the welcome of refugees; and

Provision of sufficient resources for the International Commission of
Human Rights Experts on Ethiopia, including financial, technical, and

staffing resources.

Immediate humanitarian access into all of Tigray;

Immediate internationally monitored and verifiable withdrawal of

Ethiopian, Eritrean, and Amhara forces from all parts of Tigray and the

restoration of pre-war territorial boundaries;

Immediate restoration of all essential services, including banking,

electricity, telecommunications, transportation, and trade in Tigray;

Protection of Tigrayans who are facing ethnic cleansing in occupied

Western Tigray and an end to the state-sanctioned ethnic profiling and

ethnically-motivated attacks against Tigrayans living across Ethiopia;

Release of all Tigrayans detained on the basis of their identity, including

journalists, 22,000 Tigrayan ENDF members, and Tigrayans deported

from Saudi Arabia;

An arms embargo and a limited no-fly zone that does not hinder

humanitarian delivery;

A negotiated ceasefire and an inclusive, internationally-mediated

national dialogue that includes the Government of Tigray and other

relevant stakeholders; and

Official recognition of the Tigray Genocide committed by the Ethiopian

National Defense Forces, Eritrean Defense Forces, Amhara Special Forces,

and Amhara Fano Militia against the Tigrayan people. 

It is high time for the international community to move past expressions of

concern and condemnation and apply significant pressure to halt Ethiopia and

Eritrea’s genocidal campaign in Tigray. To this end, we continue to call for the

following: 
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